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In the year 2280, an alien fleet stole our Earth.For fifty years they hunted us.For fifty years they
enslaved us. For fifty years we lived in fear.Nothing lasts forever.They can try to quell us.They can
try to break us. They can chase us to the ends of the Earth.They can chase us to the ends of the
Universe.Weâ€™ve won our first battle. Weâ€™ve earned our first taste of hope.What was theirs will
soon be ours.We are the rebellion. Our story continuesâ€¦-----------------------------------Weapons of War
is the second book in the science-fiction Rebellion series.Series order:1. Man of War2. Weapons of
War
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Wow .....We have a Juliet super clone falling in love with Donovan.We have Juliet Clones armed
with Blasters.We have the mother Juliet manipulating the Aliens.Juliet Clones Have Gone Wild. A
wee bit of a surprise ending. "What" :) We could call the next book "Uprising of the Clones".The
battle continues against impossible odds and the Earthers seem to survive. We say good-bye to
some friends. We meet new friends. We get a glimpse of what humankind have sunk to.We have a

possible beginnings of a love triangle. We have an old General dreaming of his Juliet and if he will
ever see her again. We have advanced aliens rebelling and coming over to the side of the humans.
We also have some pretty predictable aliens!!! LOL.Much more I can say about this book.
Recommend to all. This was a solid follow-up to book one. Look forward to Book 3.

I really enjoyed this add tuition to the series, and looking forward to the next one. Writing style is
excellent, and shows that the author is an experienced writer.Sometimes the description of
individual thoughts and feelings feel like it's a little too deep, too much and too long, but the story is
great, well told, keeps the suspense up with excellent dialogue.... Definitely a 5 star.

Excellent book 2. Again, well written plot with in depth characters. Many exciting and unexpected
twists and turns to story. Very suspenseful as deadly situation after deadly situation keeps you
guessing what will happen next. Enjoyed how earth survivors struggled to reverse engineer aliens
weapons and technology. Looking forward to next book.

You know a book is good when you get a twist at the end that you didn't see coming. This book is
full action, both ground based and space. The action fast paced. The plot is well thought out and
executed perfectly. With glowing praise like this, you are probably wondering why 4 stars??? I'd give
this book 4 1/2. There are a few grammatical errors and minor things missed during editing. Nothing
major and they are few and far in between. This is a must read book for military sci-fi nuts like
myself. The twist at the end will leave you wanting more.

Wow, the second book was even better than the first. Non stop, crazy action. Every sort of battle
from ground pounders, to fighters to starships. Lots of crazy Juliet clone sub-stories going on in an
intricate plot between what's happening on eart & wahts happening on the starship.Fantastic
ending, really can't wait for the next installment. An addictive series to say the least!

I have to say this first about the second book in this series. It is just what the readers expect from
this author. A book that will keep you wanting to continue to turn the next page. The humans are
now fighting on two fronts. The battle on earth and in space. Neither battle will be without loss, but
also some serious surprises. I expect the next book will continue to surprise me.

I never see the plot twists coming! Finally something exhilarating to read and lose myself in. My only

negative standpoint is that the rest of the story isn't out yet. But it will be soon because M.R. Forbes
is a boss!

M.R. Forbes can tell a great story: Rebellion follows in a great tradition of complex stories of the far
future with interesting plot, twists and turns, great characters, and interesting science to make this a
page " turner" par excellence. Loved it. Can't wait for book 3
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